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the idea:

home

skilling up for power down

 Building composting toilets
 Solar cooking and water heating

Reskilling is best thought of as the process of "re‐acquiring the
capacity to function well on mostly local resources." Although this
may in many cases mean "re‐acquiring the skills people used to
have," we live in a different world than our ancestors of 50 or 100
years ago. The technologies and knowledge at our disposal, as well
as the current situation, are different, and it will be up to us to
determine what skills are needed to live well in a world of declining
energy resources.

There are local people who know how to do all of these things. We
envision their knowledge spreading rapidly in the years to come.
How can we jumpstart the process?

different ways to facilitate the ‘great reskilling’

Here is a short list of likely examples:

In Ann Arbor, we currently put our energy into a day‐long ReSkilling
Festival that happens twice a year: once in the winter and once in
the summer. This document will go into the details of planning this
type of event; however, there are many other ways to facilitate the
“great reskilling” concept, such as:

 Growing food with all local inputs
 Seed saving, propagation, etc.
 Food preservation without refrigerators



 Heating and cooling buildings without fuel, or with minimal,

local fuel



 Construction with local materials



 Repairing everything (from carpentry to welding to

Half‐day ReSkilling events embedded in a summit,
conference, training, etc. (The Ann Arbor Food Summit used
this format in 2010).
Ongoing sessions that can be centered around a topic, and
perhaps with a built‐in group for social learning and
continuous social support.
Neighborhood ReSkilling groups

electronics)
This list can go on and on! The event that is best for your
community might be determined by available resources, facilities
and partners – or perhaps by aligning the event with activities that
are already happening locally.

 Creative re‐use of materials
 Water catchment and greywater systems
 Producing medicines locally
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planning a day‐long festival

Volunteer coordinator
Coordinator for tables / vendors

The following sections will lay out the details of the planning
process for the day‐long ReSkilling Festival, with planning materials
and photos shared along the way and an appendix at the end with
additional resources.

Closer to the event, we put out a call for volunteers to help us with
day‐of tasks such as registration, floating help, set up, and clean up.

the organizing team

We are incredibly lucky to have our partners at the Rudolf Steiner
High School in Ann Arbor. They a joy to work with, and the school
grounds are the ideal setting for an event of this sort. Any setting
that offers the following would be a fine place for a ReSkilling
Festival:

the setting

In the 2‐3 months leading up to each event, we have had 4‐6
dedicated organizers involved in the planning process. Our sense is
that a 4‐person team is the minimum for the size of this event. As
will become evident in the sections the follow, the tasks are
numerous, and would be quite overwhelming to any one person
trying to do this in her free time.








To obtain a team of this size, we have partnered with the Rudolf
Steiner High School in Ann Arbor – who not only offer human
resources to the effort, but also allow us to use the school grounds
free of charge for the festival. We realize how lucky we are to have
this! If you are able, finding a partner who shares the mission of
education and sustainability is a great first step in the planning
process.



You can see why the high school setting is great for meeting these
needs.

Distinct roles that organizing team members can take:







A sheltered space for registration
Classrooms or conference rooms, with spaces for
potentially messy sessions
Access to / support for AV Equipment
Outdoor gathering places and/or open areas for tents
An area to serve beverages, pastries, and lunch
A place with tables for people to sit, chat, rest and convene
for lunch
An assembly hall for large‐group activities if applicable

Meeting convener and note‐taker for meetings
Liaison with Presenters
Organizer for the event schedule (often also the liaison with
presenters)
Person who keeps the blog up to date
Event publicity chair
Person who coordinates the facility‐related issues

choosing a date
We aim for two festivals a year: one to kick‐off summer projects,
such as gardening, canning and construction, and another fall
festival to kick‐off winter projects, such as home winterization,
winter bike commuting and sock‐darning (season‐appropriate
reskilling is encouraged but certainly not a must). We check the
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community calendars to make sure we are not competing with a
major local event, we ensure that it is a day that works for all
members of the organizing team – and in Fall 2009, we even
synched up with the 350.org international day of climate action. We
were able to promote the festival as a 350.org event, and take a big
group photo for the 350.org website.

and a number of details important for the scheduling process. Sites
such as Zoomerang or Survey Monkey allow free online survey
hosting for a limited number of questions and responses. We
originally used Zoomerang because it allowed us to include more
questions without paying. See the following pages for an example
of the online survey used for the Summer 2010 ReSkilling Festival. In
2012 we transitioned to using Google forms.

the call for presenters
The festival happens on tremendous levels of volunteer effort, and
this is certainly the case with ReSkilling presenters! The call‐for‐
presenters is one of the first major tasks after setting the date and
location for the event.

Hello!
We are excited to announce the Ann Arbor Summer ReSkilling
Festival and are again seeking enthusiastic presenters. Mark your
calendars for Saturday, July 17th, 2010, from 10am‐4:00pm at the
Rudolph Steiner High School.

Our organizing team usually has ideas for reskills we would like to
see covered, and we list some of them as examples in our call‐for‐
presenters. However, the final line‐up of events is typically an
organic composition of sought topics and individual offerings, which
are often more interesting that anything we dream up ourselves.
(For example, we’ve had a session called “clothesline tips from a
lazy grandma,” sessions on herbal shampoo‐making, and another on
natural death care!) One person on the organizing team serves at
the main contact for presenters – and will collect sessions,
communicate with presenters and be the day‐of emergency
contact.

If you have a sustainable skill you would like to share, please fill out
the online form. We will be in contact with you in early June or sooner
to confirm the scheduling of your event. Please forward the link to
friends who may also be interested. If you have multiple events to
propose, please submit one at a time through the online survey
system. Deadline for event proposals is WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9th.
The organizing team brainstormed some of the events we might like
to see. View our list here, but note that we are interested in any low‐
energy skills that you wish to share! It's a delight to see the variety
that naturally arises.

The call‐for‐presenters is written approximately 2‐3 months in
advance of the event, and posted on the Transition Ann Arbor
website, sent out in our newsletter, and emailed to the various
contact lists of each person on the organizing team. We have
additionally used social networking sites to spread the word.

FYI, here is the link to our October 2009 ReSkilling event:
http://a2reskill.blogspot.com/
We look forward to working with you!
Laura Smith I ReSkilling Festival Organizing Team

The call itself gives the details of the event and encourages
presenters to submit their event proposals to an online form, which
prompts them to describe the session, themselves, their availability,
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We really encourage all presenters to use the online system for the
submittal of their events. We additionally keep a list‐serve of past
presenters and an Excel database of presenters including their
workshops and contact info. In 2012, we are experimenting with
websites that facilitate year‐around teaching, such as
www.hourschool.com. This site allows our presenters to create
profiles, estimate attendance, collect registration fees, and share
their workshops through social media sites like Twitter and
Facebook. The Hourschool has been really fabulous partners in
running our website!



We set a deadline for event submissions that is about 6 weeks
before the event. We are continually sending reminders and talking
to people about the event during this time. Approximately 4‐5
weeks before, the organizing team meets to review the submittals.
We determine topical gaps and get back on the phone and into our
emails to ask more people for help. We typically then set an
extended deadline for final submissions. This extension date is
important, and should be set early enough to assemble and publish
the “final” schedule prior to the event.








Changes happen. Right before the event, it seems we always have a
cancellation or two – and sometimes an addition. An important
lesson for us was this: once you publish the schedule online, do not
move sessions around! We had an unfortunate event where
someone printed out the schedule a week in advance, and then
showed up at the wrong time for a presentation. For best practice,
we now only add sessions after the schedule publish date, and of
course, omit them if the presenter cancels sometime between the
publish date and the event. Prior to the event, we host a potluck
with presenters and volunteers to communicate the following:

scheduling the sessions
Once we have collected a healthy number of diverse presentations,
which for us is typically about 20‐30 sessions, we begin to assemble
the schedule of events. This can also be done gradually as
presentations are submitted. Based on the info provided in the web
survey responses, we use Microsoft Excel to layout the schedule
(see next page for an example). Here are some rules of thumb we
have learned:


Try to have different sessions starting on the hour or half
hour so that there is always something for visitors to jump
into when they arrive.
If possible, try to give 10‐30 minutes between each session
to allow for clean‐up, set‐up and flowing overtime. Some
presenters will need more or less time depending on
workshop. Also consider 50‐minute hours.
If the presenter is willing and the session short, consider
repeating some events at different times of the day.
Consider blocking out a half‐hour for some kind of whole‐
community event (see “keynote” concept, p.12).
If you have outdoor sessions, have a back‐up plan for each
session if rain or cold weather. This was particularly an
issue for our October event in Michigan!






Scatter similarly‐themed topics throughout the day so that
they do not compete for attendees
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Describe facilities as necessary so there are no surprises
Give them the email/phone number of contact person
Prepare them for possibility that attendees will be floating
in and out while they talk
Ask them to arrive 20 minutes early and check in at
registration desk.
Offer tips on a successful ReSkilling presentation

Exam
mple of July 2010 Evvent Schedule
(Created in Miicrosoft Excel)
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event publicity

Online publicity

Though all organizers help with publicity in some way, formal event
publicity can be the primary task of one or two organizing team
member(s). The publicity timeline is essentially as follows:

There are several ways we use online resources to communicate
about our event – primarily an event blog, social networking sites
and the Transition Ann Arbor website.



Web Presence: Create (or clean up) website and Facebook
event page



First Invite: Simultaneously send out a “save the date” and
“call for presenters” widely



Event Calendars: Post event to local event calendars



Update web: Post session information to the website (or
blog) as it rolls in.



Continuous Invitations: As event takes shape, continually
email event invitations to contact lists, friends, colleagues,
etc. Think about particular groups that align with the
reskilling mission, and send special invitations. Also, think of
communities to target for invitation (i.e. co‐housing
communities, church groups, various ethnic groups.)



Posters & Fliers: Several weeks before, start putting up
posters around town and passing out fliers at places like the
farmers’ market.



Final Reminder Email: Email final reminder to email lists
right before the event

Our blog is located at a Blogspot.com site1, though most any kind of
web host could work. We use the blog because it is user friendly
and easy for various team members to access and edit. It is our
primary web space for the event where we post a description of
each session, the schedule for the day, the calls for presenters and
volunteers, and so on. Each session gets its own blog post, and we
endeavor to attach a photo to each session to make the site visually
vibrant.

Screen Shot of our Blog

As you can see, we use a number of channels to spread the word!
See more detail on each channel below.

1

http://www.a2reskill.blogspot.com/ (This is an old blog. Our current page
is www.a2reskilling.com)
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below didn’t communi cate as well in b
black/white printts). It would
additio
onally be nice if yyou can pursue lo
ow‐energy printin
ng methods,
non‐toxic inks and reecycled paper. We lacked thee time and
dly graphics, but hope to do
expertiise to do environnmentally friend
better in the future!

TThe ReSkilling movement
m
in Ann
n Arbor has a ro
obust list‐serve of
o
eemails collected over
o
3 years of fe
estivals, and we use
u this list to sen
nd
o
out email inform
mation. Organizerrs also forward the
t event to the
eir
local, personal co
ontacts.
O
Online and print event calendars are also importaant for getting th
he
w
word out. Manyy of these calend
dars will post yo
our event free‐o
of‐
ccharge.
P
Personal contactss
W
While there is a lo
ot of mass emailiing involved in th
he process, we alsso
ttake the time to reach out to particular individuaals who we would
like to involve. Sometimes we staart with the masss communication,
aand then figure out who needs to
t be “tapped on the shoulder” –
eespecially in term
ms of presenters who know about topics we would
like to cover. Example of email to personal contactt list:
G
Greetings,
TTransition Ann Arbor and Rudolf Stein
ner School are hostting the third Ann
A
Arbor Reskilling Fesstival on Saturday, July 17. It's based
d on Transition
TTowns movement goals
g
of gracefully transitioning to a low‐energy
l
future,
w
where we learn som
me of the low‐enerrgy skills our grandp
parents took for
g
granted, as well as new skills they nevver imagined! In addition
a
to the usua
al
g
growing, energy‐effficiency, and food‐‐related topics, sesssions could includee
ccommunity organizzing, holistic self‐ca
are, singing, dancin
ng, and more. It's
a
all free‐‐a way to sh
hare your skills, ma
ake a contribution, and network.
P
Please help us spreead the word. Than
nks!

P
Posters & Fliers
W
We design our fliers early in the process,
p
and use the
t graphic on th
he
b
blog, Facebook, and print materiials. It’s nice if materials
m
translatte
jjust as easily in black
b
and white as in color (for example, the flie
er
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Newspaper publicity

A Keynote

Contact a local journalist! We have been lucky in the past with
scoring free publicity through articles in our local newspaper. There
have been articles published both prior to the event and journalists
who have covered the event and posted stories post‐event. See the
appendix for links to some of these stories.

The idea behind the keynote is to create a time and space for
everyone at the event to come together – typically to recognize, if
only briefly, the importance of what we are doing today. For the last
two events, we have experimented with different formats for a

other pieces of the puzzle
The ReSkilling sessions are the centerpiece of the day, but there are
other “events” that can take place during the day to add texture,
education and nutrition!
Food
There are a number of ways to set up food for the event, but since
we partner with a high school, we have forged a mutually beneficial
scenario with the high‐schoolers: they provide food for our event,
and the proceeds go to fund their senior year trip. We typically
offer coffee/tea/pastries in the morning and afternoon and lunch
over the noon hour. The high school students and parents involved
generally pick the menu, but are encouraged to locally source as
much of the food as possible.

“keynote” of sorts. Our first keynote involved a quick summary of
Transition Towns and then a play that involved improvisation by
elementary students, and the short event then ended with a group
photo holding a 350.org sign (which was then sent to the 350.org
international day of climate action site). For the next keynote in July
2010 we offered was a short presentation about Transition Towns
with a visioning session that followed. The visioning session was
prompted with an energy descent question and involved a series of
small group conversations.

Display Tables
We offer table space to various groups that would benefit from
presence at the festival. Some of these groups have been Ann Arbor
350.org, the Ann Arbor FreeSkool, and Grass Lakes Sanctuary. One
of our most popular display tables is provided by a local bookstore,
Crazy Wisdom, who is given a copy of the schedule in advance, and
they bring books related to both Transition concepts and books
related to the skills offered at the festival (i.e. books on beekeeping,
preserving and so on).

Other fun ideas for the festival include:
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Animals!
Childcare Co‐op






Kid activitiess
Solar cook‐o
off
Tedex “mini” talks
Seed swap

ple who registeer and pay
advancce of the evennt – AND peop
beforehand are more likkely to show up.

Our tyypical registratioon system: Our registration tablle opens 30
minutees before the firsst events of the d
day. We have siggn‐up sheets
for each event with the number off spaces availab
ble in each
ular session. Som
me sessions have limits on numbeer of people
particu
who can join, and thhese sheets are generally nice to preview
o include inform
mation about
interesst in a particular session. We also
session
n fee if applicablee. After going th
hrough the registtration desk,
attendees sign their nname to the events they plan
n to attend
throughout the coursee of the day (see example of siggn‐up sheet
below).

tto charge or not
n to charge
e?
O
Offering a free co
ommunity event has been a priority for us, and th
his
is especially possible because we use the event spaace free of charge.
W
We do keep a donation
d
jar at the
t registration table,
t
and usually
ccome away with a healthy sum of
o contributions that we keep in a
““ReSkilling” specific fund. Donatio
ons from the firsst event helped to
t
p
pay for costs such
h as posters and fliers
f
used in subsequent events.
If not offering a free event, orgaanizers could cho
oose a registratio
on
ffee or set an amo
ount for a suggestted donation.
EEven with a free event, it is impo
ortant to note th
hat some session
ns
n
necessarily involvve a fee – particu
ularly those sessiions that involve a
m
materials cost. Fo
or example, atten
ndees in the pastt have paid $25 fo
or
m
meat to cure or a Kombucha startter kit, $5 to take
e home a bottle of
o
h
herbal shampoo, $5 for products made
m
with milk, and
a so on. The fe
ee
iis clearly noted in numerous placces – the blog, th
he event schedule
e,
aand the sign‐up sheets for eventts. Also, sites like Hourschool.com
m
aallow us to charge session fees on
nline.

a
advance regisstration?
In 2012, we are experimenting system for advan
nce registration by
b
u
using hourschool.com, which is nice to do for a number of reasons.
FFirst, it helps presenters know about how many people to expect in
ttheir sessions in
n advance of th
he event so that they can judgge
n
number of mate
erials and/or haandouts to bringg. With a paypal
ssystem included,, there is also a way to charge
e for materials in

Example of sign‐up sheett. We make one forr each session and ttape them to
tables adjacent to the reegistration desk. Atttendees sign‐up ass they arrive.
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preparing for the day of the event
Logistically, there are a number of details that require advance
planning to help the day run smoothly. Some of these details
include:


Recruit volunteers: About 3‐4 weeks in advance, start recruiting
people to volunteer at the event. One person from the
organizing team is in charge of volunteer coordination. We used
an online scheduling tool to determine volunteer availability,
and recruited folks for the day of the event and set‐up the
evening before. (See online scheduling screen shot below). For
the day of the event, it is ideal to have 2 people at registration
at all times, plus at least one floating volunteer. A really strong
volunteer base would allow for volunteers to help with session
time‐keeping and collecting evaluations throughout the day –
however, we generally don’t have enough volunteers for these
kinds of tasks.



Think about parking: We needed to arrange for parking
overflow at our school, which involved orange cones and
parking cars in a grassy field adjacent to the paved parking lot.
You may need to ask volunteers to direct traffic at different
points in the day.



Create wayfinding signage: As we schedule events (see
schedule on page 9), we give each room a name or number. We
provide each festival‐goer with a map of the school grounds
tagged with room names/numbers – and then we put clear
signage at each classroom door. (See image of our music stand
set‐up!)

Screen shot from Volunteer Scheduling Poll at Doodle.com

Room signage taped to music stands!
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Set up classrooms: Prior to
o first round of sessions, arrangge
classrooms as necessary to accommodate the various events
e place in each cllassroom.
that will take
Set up the re
egistration table
e: Our registration table is the first
table encoun
ntered by attende
ees. It is placed in
n a prominent bu
ut
shaded locattion (particularlyy when outdoo
ors), and typically
staffed by 2 volunteers
v
at a time. It opens a haalf hour before th
he
first session. Items typically att the registration table:
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

Signa
age indicating “re
egistration”
Name tags and marke
ers
Dona
ation Jar
Sign‐‐in sheet with op
ption to join the mailing
m
list (serve
es
as ou
ur attendance count at end of day) In 2012, we se
et
up laaptops for peop
ple to sign‐in online.
o
This tacttic
reducced time typing emails
e
later!
Atten
ndees are given:
 Event schedule with
w map of camp
pus on backside
 Small sheet with
w
a description of “what is
reskilling?”
 Evaluation form (see below).
Prese
enter Check‐in
 List with namess and contact inffo for presenterrs,
who get checked
d‐in as they arrive
e.
et for presenters
 Information shee
Box for
f completed evvaluation forms

TThe sheet to the right show the registration table
e instructions thaat
w
we tape to the taable to remind volunteers of the process.
p
Informaation Taped to Regiistration Table
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Design an event ev
evaluation: The ccomments we reeceive about
our festivals are geenerally very possitive. Most peop
ple love the
relaxed atmospherre and the enerrgy drawn from being with
folks who share ttheir interests aand passion for sustainable
living. Constructive feedback from p
participants typiccally focuses
on logistics, and hhas helped us to
o shape small deetails of the
eveent over time. TThe most often heard criticism iis about the
sch
hedule being too packed with won
nderful events.
In July 2010, we addditionally endeaavored to collectt “ReSkilling
ories” from peo ple who attended past events. We would
Sto
eveentually like to w
bout people
weave these intto a narrative ab
staarting new skills aand projects as a result of our events.
o recruit for help
p with future
Wee also use our evvaluation forms to
Traansition events, including futuree presenters and
d volunteers
forr the next ReSkilliing Festival.

post event follow‐‐up
After th
he event, we sennd heart‐felt than
nk you’s to all preesenters and
volunteeers involved. Wee also enjoy dinn
ner and drinks toggether as an
organizzing team.
After inputting all of tthe new emails ccollected at the registration
w send out a linkk to our online feestival evaluation.
desk, we

Example of Evaluation form, July 201
10
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timeline for event planning
The following is a timeline for event planning. Note that some of the
information here is quite Ann Arbor specific, but that other groups
can adapt this timeline to better match their localities.

3 months ahead

July 2009 Registration Table
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Form a committee of at least 4 people. Select date (In Ann
Arbor check Progressive Washtenaw, local food summit
calendars, even U‐M football games!) Have your first
meeting. Take notes on who’s doing what by when and post
on google docs, share with all.



Consult lessons learned from last festival is applicable. Some
of our notes are posted online here:
http://docs.google.com/Doc?docid=0AWr2PQpvyuKBZHF0c25
2Ml8yZjZxbWR0Yzg&hl=en



Create calendar blurb and submit to Crazy Wisdom, co‐op
newsletter and other quarterly publications



Solicit free ads (Ann Arbor: from Peoples’ Food co‐op and/or
elsewhere?)



Set up the blog: www.a2reskilling.com







Create call for presenters using Google Forms, SurveyMonkey
or Zoomerang. Deadline for presenters: one month before
the event.

2 months ahead

Post event on appropriate web sites. For Ann Arbor we post
to Steiner school calendar and make a Facebook page and use
Twitter.
Create postcard and flyer (PDF) and post to Transition
website. If possible, print color copies or black and white
versions on cardstock at the school.
o

Black & white postcard sample:
http://www.transitionannarbor.org/reskill_bw_postcard.
pdf

o

Full size color poster:
http://www.transitionannarbor.org/ReSkillingPoster_Fall
2009.pdf

o

Color postcard
http://www.transitionannarbor.org/reskill_bw_clrpostca
rd.doc



Call for presenters is out to everyone, including ReSkilling
email list and Steiner weekly email.



Post the event on online calendars and monthly publications.



Decide who will provide lunch. Steiner students get first dibs.



Decide if you will have a keynote of some kind.



Post flyers around town. Some good places in Ann Arbor:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Peoples' Food Coop in AA
Kerrytown
Ann Arbor Farmers Market
AA Public Library ‐‐ downtown and branches
AA Friends Meeting
U. M. Hillel Center
AA UU Church
Zen Temple on Packard
Jewel Heart
Grocery stores ‐‐ Arbor Farms, Plum Mkt, Hillers,
Whole Foods
School of Nat Res and Environment
Quad/ Res College...doing a lot with local foods
MI Comm Scholars Program

1 month ahead

2 weeks ahead



Make personal contact (via email or phone) of any journalists
you’d like to cover the event. For Ann Arbor: Chronicle, A2
Journal, Annarbor.com.



Post tentative schedule on blog and remind presenters to
check it, share with friends. Sample:
http://www.transitionannarbor.org/ReSkilliing‐Fair‐
Presentations_July12tent.xls (turn to PDF)



How is response to call for presenters? Are there any topic
areas you want to be sure to cover? Do you need to make
personal contact with people who could cover said topics?



Keep posting individual session descriptions on blog. Keep
going until they’re all up there.



Review presenters’ needs



Schedule Volunteers
o Work now: posting fliers, sending email blurbs around,
make food for sale,
o Day before: meet after school, help with set‐up
o Day of work:
 set‐up,
 registration shifts,
 transition ann arbor table (doesn’t have to be staffed
but good if you can)
 clean‐up (best to bring in new folks if possible—
you’ll be tired).
 Floaters who can help as needed, ask them to check
in periodically with the organizers
 After—do you want to help organize the next festival
or organize some specific reskilling presentations in
your area between now and then?



Print additional copies of postcards and flyers at Steiner as
needed.



Post event to daily pubs if you haven’t already



Start posting event descriptions to blog.



Decide if you want to offer a table to Crazy Wisdom to sell
books. Any other vendors?



Call for volunteers: Recruit help not only for day of event, but
for set up. It would also be good to have people help in
advance with distributing postcards, posting the flyers,
handing out flyers at places like the farmer’s market, etc.
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1 week ahead





Day of

Check in with presenters, give them cell phone # to contact
Confirm with Crazy Wisdom or other tablers.
Finalize the schedule and post on blog. People get upset if
you make changes after this, so cancellations only!
Check with whoever is providing lunch, make sure they’re
all set and that you have a way to contact them if questions.






Day before













If you have time, set up rooms according to presenter
requests. Otherwise, do the day of.

Meet at Steiner for preliminary set‐up for a couple of hours
Set up whatever presenters tell you they need—hopefully
they’ll help if set‐up is complicated.
Create signage for each classroom, based on finalized
schedule.
Create instructions for people staffing registration table
(Review this doc and edit)
Put up reskilling banner on big Steiner sign
Print out other handouts: reskilling festival blurb, schedule
Print out descriptions of each session. You can make a
couple of master copies available at sign‐up table or give
copy to everyone—up to you.
Create a nametag for each presenter
Create simple map of what rooms are where and post it.
Create sign‐up list for each class.
Print out list of all presenters so you can check them off as
they arrive.
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All organizers wear red shirt (or whatever color)
Set up registration table, tape instructions to the table. Two
people should be at registration table through most of the
day.
Registration involves:
o Each participant signs in. (need multiple copies to
avoid back‐up)
o They get reskilling blurb, schedule of the day
o Have them sign‐up for sessions.
o Each participant gets blurb, schedule, nametag.
o As presenters arrive, check off their name on
presenter list.
Post signage for each classroom
Set up sign‐up table. Tape sign up sheets to table with
pens. Provide descriptions for each workshop and its
presenter.
If any presenters cancel at last minute, post this info by
classroom and on the sign‐up table.
Help presenters get set up
Banner for Registration Table
Cleaning up, closing out: Blanche directs what all has to be
cleaned up and put back at the end. This is a fair amount of
effort!

Articles in AnnArbor.com

Week or Two After the Festival




http://www.annarbor.com/entertainment/food‐drink/reskilling‐
festival‐this‐saturday‐at‐rudolph‐steiner‐high‐school/

Thanks to presenters and volunteers. Invite presenters to
send links or hand‐outs to post on blog.
Count the money, do any reimbursements
Organizing committee celebrates, discusses what went well,
any lessons learned, what could be improved. Write up
notes and post to google docs

http://www.annarbor.com/news/third‐reskilling‐festival‐teaches‐
about‐composting‐beer‐brewing‐edible‐wild‐plants‐and‐making‐
deterg/
http://www.annarbor.com/entertainment/food‐drink/2nd‐annual‐
ann‐arbor‐reskilling‐festival‐from‐beer‐backyard‐chickens‐and‐
bicycle‐maintenance‐to‐de‐m/

Post‐event news article from July 2010
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